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HARRY K WONG PUBN, 2010. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. 142 x 127 mm. Language: English .
Brand New. Harry Wong, the most sought after speaker on teacher effectiveness, teams for the first
time with his wife, Rosemary Wong, as they present what it takes to transform a classroom, a
school, and entire school system into a consistent learning environment. Recorded live at a meeting
in St. Louis, Missouri, they share no-cost strategies, techniques, and examples of how to § get
students working before the bell rings.§ gain one month of instructional time.§ teach procedures so
everyone does them.§ write meaningful assignments.§ assess for teaching and learning.§ create a
culture of consistency. The Wongs invite the listener to "steal" from them the secrets of effective
teaching for all grade levels. Their presentation is more than inspiring. It is a detailed account of
how any teacher can be effective and successful.
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This book is great. I could possibly comprehended everything using this published e book. I am easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading a published
pdf.
-- Dea nna  Ra th I-- Dea nna  Ra th I

This is an incredible ebook which i actually have ever go through. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just
quickly can get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Ms. Colleen Ziem a nn V-- Ms. Colleen Ziem a nn V
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